2010 Candidate Survey Analysis

Candidates Define Positions, Priorities on Environmental Issues
Energy & Transportation Still Top Environmental Priorities
Overview
In election years, the Connecticut League of Conservation Voters (CTLCV) surveys candidates for state
office about their positions on pressing environmental issues. Those surveys become part of CTLCV’s
candidate endorsement analysis.
CTLCV’s 2010 Candidate Survey focused on 19 different environmental initiatives likely to emerge in the
2011 legislative session. The survey described those issues generally and did not propose specific
legislative language.
CTLCV asked candidates to state specifically whether they would lead on, support, or oppose those
initiatives. Candidates were also asked to prioritize among those 19 environmental issues or to indicate
another priority if it was not listed. For each issue, CTLCV assembled background information on its
website for candidates to review if they so chose.

81 Candidates Completed Survey
Eighty-one candidates completed CTLCV’s 2010 survey. Of those respondents, 25% (20) were
Republicans, 73% (59) were Democrats, and 2% (2) were “other” or unaffiliated. Seventy-five percent
(62) of the survey respondents were candidates for House seats and 25% (20) were candidates for
Senate seats.

Again This Year, Candidate Survey Identifies Two Leading Priorities:
Energy + Transportation
The 2010 CTLCV Candidate
Survey asked candidates: “If
you are elected and you could
choose only one
environmental issue to
address, which ONE issue
would be your priority for the
2011 Legislative Session?”
CTLCV’s survey identified
distinct priorities among the
candidates who responded.
The top two issues, energy
and transportation, account for
52% percent of the
candidates’ priorities. The top
four issues combined account
for a full 73% of the
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candidates’ priorities.
Energy and transportation were also the top two priorities among respondents to CTLCV’s 2008
candidate survey.
CTLCV acknowledges that the number of survey responses, especially from Republicans, may distort the
conclusions drawn from the data. Nevertheless, as shown below, Democrats far outnumber Republicans
in their support for energy and energy funding as a top environmental priority. This focus on energy may
reflect frustration with the fate of the 2010 energy bill, SB 493 (which the legislature passed but the
Governor vetoed), frustration with Connecticut’s high electricity prices, and concern with climate change.
Republicans and Democrats equally support transportation and mass transit as a top environmental
priority, perhaps reflecting frustration with highway traffic, high gas prices, and a dearth of feasible
alternatives to driving.
If the candidates’ priorities reflect those of the electorate generally, we can expect to see significant
legislative activity on energy and transportation policy in 2011.

2010 Candidates' Environmental Priorities
by party affiliation
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Candidate Positions Analyzed for Each Issue
Additionally, CTLCV analyzed candidates’ responses about the positions they would take on each of the
specific environmental issues in our survey.
Those environmental initiatives with near universal support include:




Restricting the use of pesticides at schools and day care centers;
Developing transportation alternatives; and
Managing the disposal of medical waste.

Although their supporters still far outnumbered opponents and undecided respondents, the environmental
initiatives with lesser levels of support include:


Enabling local communities to create a dedicated “community green fund;”
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Enabling municipalities to control the use of pesticides within their boundaries; and
Requiring environmental impact evaluations for proposed transfers of state land, in furtherance of
the State's conservation and development goals.

2010 Candidates Positions by Issue
(See www.ctlcv.org/survey for details on each issue)
Lead

Support

Oppose

Uncertain

Limiting Pesticides at Schools
Developing Transportation Alternatives
Managing Medical Waste
Managing Toxics
Restoring Clean Energy Funding
Maintaining Community Investment Act Funding
Clarifying Inland Wetlands Commissions' Authority
Creating Smart Growth Incentives
Protecting Rivers and Their Vegetated Buffers
Restoring Energy Efficiency Funding
Restoring Funding for DEP operations
Preventing Rollbacks to Environmental Standards
Reducing Municipal Reliance on Property Tax
Observing Low‐Impact Hydropower Standards for…
Land Transfer Act
Allowing Towns to Manage Pesticide Use within…
Allowing Towns to Create a Community Green Fund
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In addition to polling candidates on their support for these 17 issues, CTLCV asked open-ended
questions on candidates’ positions on: 1) strengthening Connecticut’s energy policy and 2) nuclear
energy. Those responses are not quantified, but can be viewed online at www.ctlcv.org/survey.htm.
We invite the environmental community to use this data to analyze the likely degree of support for various
environmental initiatives, determine the need for more education as we work together to protect and
preserve the environment while we dig our way out of our current economic downturn.

For details on the 2010 Candidate Survey and candidates’ responses, please visit
www.ctlcv.org/survey.
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